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Abstract 
A K4 homeomorph can be described as a graph on n vertices having 4 vertices of degree 3 
and n - 4 vertices of degree 2; each pair of degree 3 vertices is joined by a path. We study the 
chromatic uniqueness and chromatic equivalence of one family of K4 homeomorphs. This family 
has exactly 3 paths of length one. The results of this study leads us to solve 3 of the problems 
posed by Koh and Teo in their 1990 survey paper which appeared in Graphs and Combinatorics. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we consider graphs which are simple. For such a graph G, let P(G; 2) 
denote the chromatic polynomial of G (see [4]). Two graphs G and H are chromatically 
equivalent, denoted G ,-~ H, if P(G; 2) = P(H; 2). A graph G is chromatically unique 
if for any graph H such that H ,~ G, we have H ~ G, i.e., H is isomorphic to G. 
In [1], Chao and Zhao proved that if a graph G is chromatically equivalent o 
a K4 homeomorph, then G is a K4 homeomorph. Let K4(a,b,c,d,e,f) denote the 
K4 homeomorph shown in Fig. 1. The integers a, b, c, d, e, and f represent the 
positive integral lengths of the respective paths between the degree-three v rtices. In [6], 
Whitehead and Zhao derived a new formula for P(K4(a,b,c,d,e,f); 2), the chromatic 
polynomial of any K4 homeomorph. This formula is as follows: 
P(Ka(a,b,c,d,e,f); 2) = ( -  1)%9(c0 m-I - E °2(z) + (co + 1) E °gs(V) 
HEA a PE~ 
1 
-(co + 1)(w + 2))~5, 
where m = a + b + c + d + e + f and co = 1 - 2. 5 ¢ is the set containing the seven 
subgraphs of K4(a,b,c,d,e,f) obtained by removing the edges of a cycle. Let s(H) 
denote the number of edges in subgraph H. Let ~ denote the set of paths between 
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pairs of degree-three v rtices in K4(a, b, c, d, e, f ) ,  i.e., ~ = {cq?, eT, ~6,/37,/~6, 76}. If 
P E N, then s(P) is the number of edges in path P. 
Li proved in [2, Theorem 7] that if at least four of a, b, c,d, e, f are equal to 1, 
then K4(a, b, c, d, e, f )  is chromatically unique. Li also proved in [2, Theorem 8] that if 
exactly three of a, b, e, d, e, f are equal to 1 and if these three length-one paths form a 
triangle, then K4(a, b, c, d, e, f )  is chromatically unique. In proving these theorems, Li 
worked with the essential polynomial which is obtained from the chromatic polynomial. 
The essential polynomial is defined to be the following: 
- Z °t(H) + (~o + 1) Z °9~(P)" 
HE6 ~ PC~ 
In this paper, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for K4(a, b, c, d, e, f )  being 
chromatically unique when exactly three of a, b, c, d, e, f are equal to 1. 
Xu gave an incomplete proof of the theorem on p. 297 of [5]. The graph 
K4(1,3, 1,2,2, 1) is a counterexample to this theorem. It is easy to show that K4(1,3, 1, 
2, 2, 1) is chromatically unique by computing the chromatic polynomials of the eleven 
K4 homeomorphs on 8 vertices. By attempting to fill in the details of Xu's incomplete 
proof, we were able to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.1. K4(1, w,x,z, y, 1) is not chromatically unique if and only if it is g4(1, a+ 
2,a,2,2, 1) or K4(1,b+ 1,b+3,2,b, 1) or Ka(1,a+ 2,b,2,a, !), where a>~2 and b>~ 1. 
The graphs K4(1, 1,2,4, 1,2) and K4(1, 1, 1,2,3,3) are a pair of chromatically equiv- 
alent K4 homeomorphs. This pair of graphs is a counterexample to both Theorems 27 
and 28 in the survey paper by Koh and Teo [3]. In Section 3, we give solutions to 
Problem 14, 15, and 16 in this survey paper. 
2. Exactly three equal to one 
In this section, we denote the lowest remaining power by 1.r.p. and the highest 
remaining power by h.r.p. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let G be a K4 homeomorph with exactly three o f  i, j ,k,  l ,m,n equal to 
1. Then G is not chromatically unique i f  and only i f  G is isomorphic to K4(1, 1, 1,3,s, 
s + 1) or K4(1, 1,s,s + 2, 1,2), where s>~2. 
Remark.  When G is not chromatically unique, G has an odd number (2s+7)  of  edges. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let G satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1. G can have any 
one of  three possible types. I f  G is isomorphic to Ka(x,y,z, 1, 1, 1), where x,y,z>~2, 
then we say G has Type 1. I f  G is isomorphic to K4(1,1,x,y , l ,z ) ,  where x,y,z>~2, 
then we say G has Type 2. I f  G is isomorphic to K4(1,1,1,x,y,z) ,  where x,y,z>>.2, 
then we say G has Type 3. Li proved in [2, Theorem 8] that i f  G has Type 1, then 
G is chromatically unique. We must consider what happens when G has Type 2 or 
Type 3. 
Suppose that G has Type 2 and is chromatically equivalent to another graph H of 
Type 2, i.e., H is isomorphic to K4(1, 1,x~,y, 1,z~), where x ' , J ,  zP>>,2 and x+y+z = 
x' + y~ + z'. After canceling terms in 092 and o~ 3, the essential polynomials of  G and 
H become the following polynomials: 
G : ~0 x + (D x+l -- (D x+2 + (D y + O) y+I -- (D y+2 + O) z -- (D x+y -- 0) x+z+l -- (D y+z+l ,
H : co x' + 09 x'+l - ~0 x'+2 + ~0 y' + 09 y'+I - co y'+2 
+(D zt __ (Dx'+ Yt -- (Dx' +z'+I -- (DYt +Z'+I. 
By symmetry, w.l.o.g, we assume that x<<,y and x'<<.J. There are two cases to 
consider. 
Case 1: I f  x<~z, then the lowest power in G is x and the highest power in G is 
y +z  + 1. The lowest power in H is x ~ or z ~. Therefore, x = x' or x = z' < x ~. I f  
x = z ~ < x ~, then the highest power in H is x ~ + yt which yields y + z + 1 = x ~ + J .  
From x + y + z = x p + y~ + z ~, we have x = z ~ + 1 which contradicts x = z ~. I f  x = x', 
then we obtain the following after simplification: 
G : (D y -['- (D y+I  - -  (D y+2 + (D z - -  (D  x+y - -  (D x+z+l  , 
H : (.o y '  + (.o y '+ I  - (.o y '+2 + (D z' - -  (.0 x+y'  - -  (2) x+z '+ l  . 
By considering the 1.r.p. in G and the 1.r.p. in H,  we have y = y' or y = z' or z = y~ 
or z = z'. I f  y = y', then z = z' since x + y + z = x' + y' + z' which implies that 
G is isomorphic to H.  I f z  =z  p, then y= y '  s incex+y+z=x ~+y~+z t which 
implies that G is isomorphic to H.  From x = x ~ and x + y + z = x p + y '  + z', we see 
that y -- z' i f  and only i f  z = y'. Therefore, we have both y = z' and z = y' .  After 
simplification, we have 
G : (D y+I  - -  O.) y+2 - -  (D x+y -- (D x+z+l  , 
H : ~oz+l _ o9z+2 _ ogx+~ _ rex+y+1. 
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Consider o9y+l in G. We have y + 1 = x + z + 1 or y + 1 = z + 1. I f  y + 1 = x + z + 1, 
then we have the following: 
G : _o9x+z+2 _ o92x+z, 
H : ogz+l _ o9z+2 _ o9x+z _ cox+y+l. 
This is a contradiction since there is nothing to cancel ¢o z+l in H. I f  y + 1 = z + 1, 
then G is isomorphic to H. 
Case 2: I f  z < x, then the lowest power in G is z. The highest power in G is 
x+ y. The lowest power in H is x' or z'. Thus, z =z '  or z =x '  < z'. I f  z =z ' ,  
then x + y = x' + y'. After canceling o9z in G with 0~' in H, we have the 1.r.p. in 
G is x (since x<<,y) and the 1.r.p. in H is x' (since x '<~y' ) .  Therefore, x =x '  which 
implies that y = y '  which implies that G is isomorphic to H. I f  z = x' < z', the h.r.p. 
in H is y '+z '+ l .  Thus, x+y=yl+z '+ l  which implies that z+ l=x ~ since 
x + y + z = x ~ + y'  + z'. This is a contradiction since z = x'. 
Suppose that G has Type 3 and is chromatically equivalent o another graph H of 
Type 3, i.e., H is isomorphic to K4(1, 1, 1,x ' ,y ' , z t ) ,  where x' ,y ' ,z '>>,2 and x+y+z = 
x' ÷ y '  + z'. After canceling terms in co, o92 and o93, the essential polynomials of  G 
and H become the following polynomials: 
G : coX ÷ COy ÷ o9z __ o9x+y+l  __ COx+z+I __ ogy+z+l ,  
H : o9x' + coy' + ogz' _ ogx'+y'+l _ ogx'+z'+l _ ogy'+z'+l. 
W.l.o.g., we assume that x<<.y<~z and x'<<.y' <<,z'. Also, we have x>~2, y~>2, z~>2 and 
x~>~2, y'~>2, z~>2. Thus, x < x- t -y+ l<<.x+z÷l<<.y÷z+l  and y < x+y+ l~<x+ 
z + 1 ~< y + z ÷ 1. The same inequalities hold when x is replaced by x/, y by y',  and 
z by z'. Thus, nothing in G can cancel cox and coY. Thus, nothing in H can cancel 
cox' and coY'. Thus, we have x = x' which implies y = y/ which implies z = z' since 
x + y + z = x' + y'  + z'. Therefore, G is isomorphic to H. 
Suppose that G has Type 3 and is chromatically equivalent o a graph H of Type 
2, i.e., G is isomorphic to K4(1, 1,1 , r , s , t )  and H is isomorphic to K4(1, 1,x ,y ,  1,z), 
where r>~2, s>~2, t~>2, x~>2, y~>2, z~>2 and r+s+t  = x+y+z.  After simplification, 
the essential polynomials of  G and H are as follows: 
G : (0 2 - (0 3 ÷ (o r . l .  o9s ÷ ogt _ cor+s+l  _ ogr+t+l  _ o9s+t+l ,  
H : cox + ogx+l ÷ coy ÷ coy+l + coz _ cox+2 _ coy+2 _ cox+y _ cox+z+1 _ coy+z+l. 
Since r/> 2, s >/2, t >/2, x ~> 2, y >/2, z ~> 2, the o92 term in G must be canceled by a 
092 term in H. Therefore, at least one of x, y, and z must equal 2. Since H has no 
term to cancel -o93 in G, G must have a term that is equal to cos. Therefore, at least 
one of r, s, and t must equal 3. Since r = 3 or s = 3 or t = 3, the girth of  G is at 
most 5. Since r ~> 2, s t> 2, t >~ 2, the girth of G is at least 4. Therefore, the girth of  G 
is either 4 or 5. There are two cases to consider. 
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Case 1: I f  G has girth 4, then take r = 3 and s = 2 w.l.o.g. Thus, H has girth 4 
also, w.l.o.g, take x = 2: 
G : (02 + (0t _ (06 _ (0t+4 _ (0t+3, 
H : (03 + (.roy _{_ (0y+l  + (0z _ 0)4 _ (0y+2 _ (0y+2 _ (0z+3 _ (oy+z+l .  
Consider (03 in H.  We must have t = 3: 
G : (02 _ 036 _ (07 _ (06, 
H : (0y ..~ (0y+l  .at_ (0z _ (04 _ (0y+2 _ (0y+2 _ (0z+3 _ (0y+z+l .  
Fromr+s+t=x+y+z,  wehave  y+z=6:  
G : 0)2 _ (06 _ (06, 
H : (0y + (0y+l + (0z _ (04 _ (0y+2 _ (0y+2 _ (0z+3. 
The (02 term in G must cancel something in H which implies that y = 2 or z = 2 
since y t> 2 and z >t 2. I f  y = 2 which implies that z = 4, then we obtain a contradiction 
since nothing cancels the _(07 term in H. I f  z = 2 which implies that y = 4, then we 
obtain the solution where G is isomorphic to K4(1, 1, 1,3,2,3) and H is isomorphic to 
K4(1, 1,2,4, 1,2). 
Case 2: I f  G has girth 5, then H also has girth 5. As noted previously, we take r -- 3 
w.l.o.g.; at least one of  x, y, and z must equal 2. I f  x = 2 or y = 2, then the girth of  
H will be 4, a contradiction. Thus, we must have z = 2. From r + s + t = x + y + z, 
we have 3 + s + t = x + y + 2 which implies that s + t + 1 = x + y: 
G : (0s __ (0s+4 + (0t __ (0t+4, 
H : o~ + (0x+l _ (0x+2 _ (0x+3 + (0y + (0y+l  _ (DY+2 _ (0y+3. 
By the symmetry of  G and H,  we may assume, w.l.o.g., that s ~< t and x ~< y. The 1.r.p. 
in G is s; the 1.r.p. in H is x. Thus, s = x. From s + t + 1 = x + y, we have y = t + 1. 
G : _ (0s+4 + (0t, 
H : (0s+l _ (0s+2 _ (0s+3 + (0t+l + (0t+2 _ (0t+3. 
Consider (or in G. We have t=s+4 or t - - s+ l .  I f  t - - s+4,  then we have a 
contradiction since G and H are not chromatically equivalent. If  t = s + 1, then we 
have a solution where G is isomorphic to K4(1, 1, 1 ,3 ,s , s+ 1) and H is isomorphic to 
K4(1 ,1 ,s , s  + 2 ,1 ,2 ) .  
3. Concluding remarks 
In [3], Koh and Teo present 19 problems. We restate 3 of  these problems in terms 
of  our notation and give a solution to each of  these 3 problems. 
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Problem 14. Study the chromaticity of K4(1, 1, 1, 3, fl, 7) for 7 = fl, fl + 2, fl + 3, fl >~ 3. 
Solution. By Theorem 2.1, we have that all graphs in Problem 14 are chromatically 
unique. 
Problem 15. Study the chromaticity of K4(1, 1, ~/, fl, 1,2) for fl ¢ ~l + 2, ~1 >>- 3. 
Solution. By Theorem 2.1, we have that all graphs in Problem 15 are chromatically 
unique. 
Problem 16. Which K4(1, fl, 7, e, ~/, 1 ) is chromatically unique? 
Solution. Theorem 1.1 solves Problem 16 provided we replace b~>l with b~>2. (In 
Theorem 1.1 when b = 1, we obtain K4 homeomorphs with exactly 3 paths of length 
one.) 
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